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Delivered through the IEEE Xplore® Digital Library

IEEE has partnered with River Publishers to bring a new
collection of eBooks to the IEEE Xplore digital library.
With approximately 190 titles dating back to 2015, River Publishers
eBooks provide today’s professionals and students with cutting-edge
data from the world’s leading authorities. This collection provides
essential information on a wide range of engineering areas with
concentrated content including circuits and systems, information
science and technology, security and digital forensics, and more.

River Publishers eBooks Library delivers key benefits:


Drive new ideas, designs, and applications with
cutting-edge research



Develop better solutions faster by understanding the
technology landscape



Increase scholarly output and new research development



Accelerate innovation and patent development with convenient
access to proven research all in one place



Stay ahead of the technology curve with the latest information,
authored by leaders in the field



Increase productivity by reviewing previous research without
having to reinvent the wheel

River Publishers eBooks Library content areas:
This collection of eBook titles emphasizes leading areas
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 Automation, Control, and
 Mathematical Sciences
Robotics
 Optics and Photonics
 Biomedical Engineering
 Polymer Science
 Circuits and Systems
 Renewable Energy
 Communications
 Security and Digital
 Electronic Materials and Devices
Forensics


Energy Management





Information Science and
Technology

Signal, Image and
Speech Processing



Software Engineering

Management Sciences



Transport Technology



Access to approximately 190 titles,
with up to 30 new titles introduced
each year
Many authors are IEEE members and
volunteers from leading universities
and corporations around the world
Provides today’s professionals and
students with cutting-edge books
from the world’s top authorities
Intended for graduate level students,
researchers, engineers and
professionals
Backlist to 2015
KBART and MARC records available in
IEEE Xplore
Available as an add-on to
existing subscriptions or as
a stand-alone product:
Annual Subscription Option
Provides leased access to current year
eBook titles, plus leased access to the
backlist of more than 190 titles.
Purchase Option
with Perpetual Access*
Provides perpetual access to current
year eBook titles, plus perpetual
access to the backlist of more than
190 titles. An option to expand the
collection by purchasing new frontlist
titles each year is also available.
* Perpetual access to the collection is offered
via IEEE Xplore

For a complete list of titles
included in the collection, visit
www.ieee.org/river-ebooks

Subscribe Today
See how IEEE Xplore helps drive research and innovation
Visit www.ieee.org/river-ebooks
IEEE Xplore Digital Library • www.ieee.org/ieeexplore • onlinesupport@ieee.org

For a custom quote, contact an
IEEE Sales Representative.

River Publishers eBooks Library
Delivered through the IEEE Xplore® Digital Library
Access respected technology research that
generates results

IEEE Xplore also provides:


More than 5 million documents
in full-text PDF format, with more
than two million in a robust,
dynamic HTML format



Multiple authentication options for
on-site, remote, and mobile users

Find relevant research faster with powerful search tools



INSPEC® abstract and
citation records

The River Publishers eBooks Library is searchable in IEEE by title,
keyword, or subject, which will return all titles and eBook chapters
relevant to your query. A title search allows users to view an eBook
title’s home page with table of contents linking to full-text chapters.



Mobile-friendly design



Daily content updates

IEEE Xplore includes top-ranked journals and technology research
that is cited in patents three times more often than any other
publisher. With more than 5 million full-text articles and papers,
IEEE Xplore is your gateway to more than 30% of the world’s current
literature in electrical engineering, electronics, and computer science.

About River Publishers:
River Publishers is an international
publisher, headquartered in
Denmark, who publishes research
monographs, professional books,
textbooks, edited volumes and
journals with a focus on key research
areas within the fields of Science and
Technology. From highly-cited
researchers to industry luminaries
and Fellows of the IEEE, River
Publishers authors are respected
experts whose books embody their
dedication to engineering excellence,
creative thinking, and practical
problem solving.
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